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One of the biggest 
problems in SEO?



Misinformation!



People incorrectly citing other parties,
often without any context/deeper understanding

of the issues at hand

“I’ve heard…”



… but actually does something else
(or it‘s so cryptic that you can‘t do much with it)

Google says this…
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Say hello to the Peak Ace SEO playground
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How does the setup work and what does it do?

Pick 

case
Case CCase A Case B Case N

HeaderOption present?

Apply headerOption ruleset:

0 X-Robots-Tag: noindex

1 X-Robots-Tag: noindex, no follow

2 Link: https://xxx.com/; rel=“canonical“

3 …

Is there metaOption?

Apply metaOption ruleset:

0 <meta name=“robots“ content=“noindex, follow“ />

2 <meta name=“robots“ value=“noindex, follow“ />

3 <meta name=“robots“ value=“noindex, 

follow“ content=“noindex, follow“ />

4 <meta name=“robots“ content=“noindex, follow“ />

5 <meta name=“robot“ content=“noindex, follow“ />

6 <meta name=“robots“ content=“noindex“ 

/><meta name=“googlebot“content=“noindex“ />

7 <meta name=“googlebot“content=“unavailable_after: 

1 Jan 1970 00:00:00 GMT“ />

8 …

regenerateOption present? Page indexable?

Generate unique text Bot indexes the page

Store visit logs in DB

Session ends

No No No

Yes Yes Yes Yes

No

https://bastiangrimm.com/
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A couple of things you can do with this

Set up new HTML documents/tests with the click of a button

Add an unlimited amount of server-side headers, such as X-Robots, 

canonicals, hreflang, redirects, caching, etc.

Add elements to the document <head>, for example meta robots, 

canonical or <script> tags to run JS

Add unique content to the page, depending on the language you want

to test for (sometimes, content generation has a valid use-case)

Add any type of HTML to the <body> / DOM

Integrated bot tracking (JS for evergreen Googlebot + non-JS) by default

Automatically generate output by using standard tags (e.g. <iframe>)

as well as JavaScript (to ensure rendering is in play)

And lots more…
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Test-specific mark-up/directives in 

<head>, e.g. JS, meta or canonical tags
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The actual URL that serves the content 

– especially interesting for redirects, 

etc.
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Unique content, in different languages, 

to test the actual indexing of a page
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A JS-based tracker, using feature 

detection to log Googlebot requests



Old domain vs new domain, MFI vs non-MFI, etc.

Context matters



Isolated “SEO testing” is next to impossible; be aware that there 
may be other external signals at play that you can’t control

Warning: draw your own conclusions!



Robots meta & X-Robots tags

#1 Indexing
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Anything wrong with this?
Anyone?

<meta name="robots" value="noindex, follow" />
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It needs to be “content” instead of “value”!
Using the “value” attribute is actually invalid according to W3C HTML specifications: 

<meta name="robots" content="noindex, follow" />
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Interestingly enough, Google doesn’t seem to care
Google also utilises the invalid “value” attribute to manage indexing:

<meta name="robots" value="noindex, follow" />
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What if you combined “value” and “content” attributes?
Google considers the valid over the invalid attribute, it takes “content” in this instance:

<meta name="robots" value="noindex, follow" content="index, follow" />
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What if you change the element order?
Order doesn’t matter – Google still takes the “content” attribute:

<meta name="robots" content="index, follow" value="noindex, follow" />
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Let’s try this again: anything off with this?
Anyone?

<meta name="robot" content="noindex, follow" />
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Let’s try this again: anything off with this?
It should’ve been “robots” instead of “robot”:

<meta name="robots" content="noindex, follow" />
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Google internally corrects “robot” to “robots”
To control indexing, Google also considers the invalid “robot” value:

<meta name="robot" content="noindex, follow" />
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What’s Google supposed to do with this one?
Noindex (because it’s more restrictive) or index (because of the more precise UA)? 

<meta name="robots" content="noindex" />

<meta name="googlebot" content="index" />
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Google considers the most specific user agent directive
It’s no surprise; this approach hasn’t changed for years:

<meta name="robots" content="noindex" />

<meta name="googlebot" content="index" />



… you added an “X-Robots-Tag: noindex” 
header into the mix?

But, what if…
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Header and meta robots directives combined:

+
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Header noindex vs meta robots index (for Googlebot)
The generic X-Robots-Tag (no specific UA) overrides the more specific robots meta tag 
for “Googlebot”:

<meta name="robots" content="noindex" />

<meta name="googlebot" content="index" /> + X-Robots-Tag: noindex

I found this really surprising since the 

Googlebot directive should 

supersede; it appears that the header 

and meta indexing pipelines are 

somewhat separated?
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The rest pretty much went as expected:
Tag/directive: Result: Comment/explanation:

<meta name="robots" content="noindex, follow" /> noindex What else?!

<meta name="robots" value="noindex, follow" /> noindex Google recognises invalid "value" attribute

<meta name="robots" value="noindex, follow" content="index, follow" /> index "content" will be used when both are present

<meta name="robots" content="noindex follow" /> noindex White space separation works fine as well

<meta name="robot" content="noindex, follow" /> noindex Google fixes invalid "robot" to "robots"

<meta name="robots" content="index, follow" /><meta name="googlebot" content="noindex" /> noindex More precise UA will be taken

<META NAME="ROBOTS" CONTENT="NOINDEX, FOLLOW" /> noindex Uppercase doesn't matter, still functions the same

<meta name="robots" content="unavailable_after: 1 Jan 1970 00:00:00 GMT" /> index “unavailable after” doesn't control indexing

<meta name="robots" content="noindexc, follow" /> index Watch your typos!

<meta name="robots" value="index, follow" content="noindex, follow" /> noindex "content" will still be used

<meta name="robots" content="noindex, follow" /><meta name="googlebot" content="index" /> index Same as above, more precise UA will be used

<link rel="canonical" href="XXX" /><meta name="robots" content="noindex, follow" /> noindex “canonical” won't be considered due to noindex

<meta name="google" content="noindex" /> index "Google" is not a valid UA, won't be considered

X-Robots-Tag: noindex noindex What else?!

X-Robots-Tag: noindex + <meta name="googlebot" content="index" /> noindex X-robots-tag overrides all HTML directives

X-Robot-Tag: noindex index Invalid header, won't be considered

X-Robots: noindex index Also invalid, won't be considered

X-Robots-Tag: unavailable_after: 1 Jan 1970 00:00:00 GMT index Via header, this doesn't work either

Header: <https://XXX.com/>; rel="canonical" + <meta name="robots" content="noindex" /> index “canonical” won't be considered due to noindex

Client-side JavaScript: addMeta('robots', 'noindex, nofollow', 'head') noindex Rendering does pick up noindex as expected

Client-side JavaScript: addMeta('robots', 'noindex, nofollow', 'body') index Noindex to <body> will be ignored
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However, this I found very interesting:
Crawled as “Googlebot desktop” (according to GSC) - but a “noindex” taken from JS?
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Checking logs revealed that Googlebot always hits twice
My first assumption was that GSC shows the UA that hits the URL first?

Same URL is requested

twice, almost always

within 0.5 to 2.0 

seconds.
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Quick sense check via Twitter
John Mueller from Google said “nope“ – this wouldn‘t be the case…

Source: https://pa.ag/2lJbFYK
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However, this I found very interesting:
“Googlebot desktop” doesn’t mean it’s not rendering, even though there’s no “Chrome” 
in the user agent string:
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Early January, the respective GSC help article was updated
Googlebot Desktop UA now contains the dynamic “Chrome/W.X.Y.Z” part as well:

Source: https://pa.ag/2QJ5PUn
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BTW: they’ve been on Chrome 79 since ~ January 24th

Source: https://pa.ag/2Rv5ogo
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Spotted: “Experimental” crawling on Chrome 81?
Mozilla/5.0 AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko; compatible; Googlebot/2.1; 
+http://www.google.com/bot.html) Chrome/81.0.4036.0 Safari/537.36

Source: https://pa.ag/2O7YEmG

In Chrome 81, mixed images 

will be auto upgraded to 

https://, and Chrome will 

block them by default if they 

fail to load over https://. 
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48% of all Dutch sites are trying to load unsafe resources
Sample size: 500 domains (source: SimilarWeb’s NL top sites), crawl-depth: 10,000 URLs

No response or failed crawl

Trying to load unsafe resources

Loading only safe resources

Chrome Releases 2020

4th February: Chrome 80

Block mixed video & audio resources, if auto-

upgrade to HTTPS fails

Load mixed images, but display “Not Secure” in 

the browser omnibox

17th March: Chrome 81

Block mixed images, if auto-upgrade fails



Typical visibility switches, a.k.a. “read more”

#2 Content visibility
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Changing content visibility with CSS annotations
Various ways to hide/show content, e.g. through opacity, position, display & overflow:

.read-more-target { opacity: 0; max-height: 0; 

font-size: 0; transition: .25s ease; }
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Whether it is visible or not, the content will be found
Content that’s invisible during loading doesn‘t get highlighted in the snippet:

Content with opacity:0, only visible

after interaction: no highlighting!

Content that’s visible straight away

will be highlighted in the SERP.
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Results are the same for all test cases
Google returned results (which means every test URL could be found, even for the 
“hidden“ content) for all types of “pure” CSS content visibility switches

Google returns hidden content using: 

▪ opacity:0

▪ display:none

▪ position:absolute & top:-9999px

▪ overflow: hidden

▪ visibility:hidden

▪ width:1px & height:1px

Using overflow:hidden will also preserve SERP highlighting:

This is the test phrase from the hidden content section. 

Using overflow preserves your SERP snippet highlighting!
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This also works with various JS-based solutions
readmore.js (jQuery), vanilla JS (getElementById), rendered JS (OPA) & modern JS

Most JS solutions (e.g. readmore.js) work using overflow, 

thus the snippet highlight remains intact.



Including content from a 2nd URL into a parent URL

#3 iFrames
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According to BuiltWith, iFrames are still “a thing”

Source: https://pa.ag/2l8qDaN
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Revisited: parent URL + iFrame

Parent page - area in yellow square

iFramed content (from a 2nd URL) 

within the red highlighted square

<iframe src="URL"></iframe>
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It appears that regular iFrames are dangerous these days
iFrame content will be attributed to its parent URL post-render; the parent page can
now be found for content from within the iFrame:

This phrase is originally taken from within

the iFrame, not from the parent URL
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Post-render, the parent page can now be found for 
content within the iFrame:

To make it simple: this URL…

… can now rank for content 

from this 2nd URL!



What about all that 3rd party content people feed in? 

Page level quality?



Dirty 3rd party iFrames, anyone?



We ran some follow-up tests, because: links!

Still not convinced?
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Added two additional links (1 internal, 

1 external) to the iFrame URL
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Naturally, the GSC HTML displays the links:
Again, they’re flattened into the DOM of the parent URL
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The internally linked URL ranks for its content
Please note: this URL hasn’t been directly requested nor has it been linked from any 
other URL but from within the iFrame.

Page is being returned for the “test 

phrase”. Page hasn’t been requested 

via GSC or accessed in any other way.
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GSC’s “Top linked pages” report is also helpful
The parent URL appears as the linking page for bastiangrimm.com – however, this URL 
doesn’t have any links in its HTML mark-up.



So what can you do?
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Of course, you can noindex/robots.txt the frame content
If you do, auto-generated meta descriptions will lack any iFrame content, also GSC 
rendered HTML doesn’t show the inlined content (from the frame):
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Content from/in “hidden” frames won’t be indexed either!
Similar to noindexed frames, a meta description does not appear in their SERPs

The iFrame tag is using a 

display:none annotation, 

the content is not inlined 

with the rendered DOM

No inlining into the 

rendered DOM due to 

“hidden” applied via JS



If you want to prevent someone from loading 
(and ranking for) your content in an iFrame

X-Frame-Options Header
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Overview of some of the iFrame tests to follow-up:

Pagent page setup iframe content Result/comment

Parent page + <iframe> HTML tag indexable Parent page ranks for iFrame content

Parent page + JS to write <iframe> to parent URL indexable Parent page ranks for iFrame content

Parent page + <iframe> HTML tag noindex'ed Parent page won't be found; meta description doesn't show iFrame content

Parent page + JS to write <iframe> to parent URL noindex'ed Parent page won't be found; meta description doesn't show iFrame content

Parent page + <iframe> HTML tag indexable + Canonical Canonical ignored, parent page ranks for iFrame content

Parent page + JS to write <iframe> to parent URL indexable + Canonical Canonical ignored, parent page ranks for iFrame content

Parent page + <iframe> HTML tag indexable + pushed down 15k Parent page ranks for iFrame content, even though GSC cut-off happens

Parent page + JS to write <iframe> to parent URL indexable + pushed down 15k Parent page ranks for iFrame content, even though GSC cut-off happens

Parent page + <iframe> HTML tag iframe Tag = visibility:hidden Parent page won't be found; meta description doesn't show iFrame content

Parent page + JS to write <iframe> to parent URL JS writes hidden iframe Parent page won't be found; meta description doesn't show iFrame content

Parent page + <iframe> HTML tag robots.txt blocked Parent page won't be found; meta description doesn't show iFrame content

Parent page + JS to write <iframe> to parent URL robots.txt blocked Parent page won't be found; meta description doesn't show iFrame content



Can pages actually become “too long“?

#4 Longform content
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BTW: you all recall this, I presume?

Source: http://pa.ag/2A5630t
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In case you need it:
Still true for desktop; for smartphone
it’s fixed at ~1,700px in height, no scroll



And here’s some further “proof” of that…

GSC is really only a preview!
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GSC screenshot vs post-rendered (live) viewport
Pushing the iFrame below 15,000 pixels, so that the GSC will cut it off in its preview, 
still results in post-rendered content being found, equal to the first test:

GSC preview 

doesn’t show 

any text content 
This content is only shown “below” a 15k pixel div 

container; GSC rendered HTML does indeed show the 

container, and of course, the testphrase was returned as 

well.
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The “More Info” tab is really awesome – use it!
It can really help with troubleshooting and debugging, so make good use of it

This is the same/similar to your 

Chrome Developer Console



Ever heard of .class::before and .class::after?

#5 CSS selectors
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What are CSS selectors and how do they work?
::before creates a pseudo element that is the first child of the matched element

Source: https://pa.ag/2QRr9aH
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Content that lives in the

HTML mark-up

Content that lives in a CSS selector

such as ::before
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Again, the GSC preview shows what it would look like:
Googlebot seems to treat this identically to Chrome on desktop/smartphone, the 
rendered DOM remains unchanged (to be expected since it’s a pseudo class): 

HTML

CSS
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Content from within CSS selectors won’t be indexed
Whether Googlebot renders the URL or not, the content will not be found

Content that lives in the HTML mark-up

will be found and indexed, as expected

Content that lives in a CSS selector

such as ::before won’t be indexed.



Maybe you have to display certain content that gets 
classified as “boilerplate” (e.g. shipping info) or you want 

to create a certain content footprint?

Why should you care?



Redirect chains: 301 vs 302 vs JS

#6 Redirects



But what if you have to use them? 

Redirect chains are bad –
avoid them!
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Up to 5 hops, they’ll show you the final destination

GSC shows the content from

the final “destination” of a URL 

in a redirect chain
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For 30x chains, GSC cuts you/the preview off after 5 hops:
Behaviour seems to be in sync with Google’s statements concerning this:

Source: https://pa.ag/2XdvKVr

In general, what happens is 

Googlebot will follow 5 301s in a 

row, then if we can’t reach the 

destination page, then we will 

try again the next time.
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Using JS, you could use 10+ hops & it still seems to work
Keep in mind: I am not saying 10+ hops are a great idea. They might not pass the same 
equity (if any) and are super sloooooow!
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Glad you asked, yes – they’ll even index the destination!

Again, this is the content

from the URL after 10x JS 

redirects have been executed
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Yeah, I really like to break things… 
GSC gave up when I was going to go for 25 hops… still, I wonder why the limit is 
different to server-side redirects:



Notify Google when job posting pages are 
added/removed

#7 Indexing API for jobs
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Introducing the Indexing API for job posting URLs
Taken from the Webmaster Central Blog

Today we're releasing the Indexing API [...]. This API 

allows any site owner to directly notify Google when 

job posting pages are added or removed. This allows 

Google to schedule job postings for a fresh crawl […]. 

The Indexing API can only be used for job posting 

pages that include job posting structured data.
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Introducing the Indexing API for job posting URLs
Taken from the Webmaster Central Blog

The Indexing API can only be used 

for job posting pages that include 

job posting structured data.
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Schema.org… yeah, OK?
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Do you see any schema.org

mark-ups for this one?!



You might be violating Google’s guidelines, they might ask you to 
stop doing it – or suspend your account(s)… or nothing at all!

Use at your own risk!
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Accidentally using Google’s Indexing API for non-job URLs
We created a batch tool to speed up URL indexing, since using GSC takes forever:

22:52 22:52
26.01.2020
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Behaviour is almost identical to GSC’s “request indexing”
Similar to GSC’s “Inspect URL“, these URLs are also usually visited within 5 minutes: 

22:54
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However, crawling doesn’t mean indexing, right?
Tests performed immediately after crawling show that the URL had already been indexed

22:54
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What are the limits of this?
The default quota for DefaultPublishRequestsPerDayPerProject is limited to 200/day 

Source: https://pa.ag/2lHcMrK

The default daily per project quota for 

how many publish requests you can send 

to the publish endpoint […] is set to 200.
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However, there is also this
nice little form to consider:
I’ve currently done this 5 times.
4 went through – no questions asked:

Increase your API limits: https://pa.ag/2lLRh94



120,000 API requests/day



Retailer with ~50k indexing rule changes/day:
notifying Google about new URLs as well as

those set to noindex

One of the many use cases
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Meanwhile, over at Bing (this was 5 months ago)
500 URLs per API request & 10,000 URLs per day – but: “if your website requires more 
[…] we will adjust as needed!”

Source: https://pa.ag/2NLN1Cd
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Or maybe Google doesn’t really care either way?

Source: https://pa.ag/33NH25i



twitter.com/peakaceag

facebook.com/peakaceag

www.pa.ag
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Take your career to the next level: jobs.pa.ag

Any questions?

e-mail us > hi@pa.ag

Bastian Grimm
bg@pa.ag


